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facing yell and hit a huge tail, this time only three thousand Korean full
catalytic body stepped back, while Yu Jian direct lift, trying to resist.

If it is an ordinary person. I’m afraid that this tail will go down and
there is no way to hide, but fortunately, George Han is also extremely
fast. Even in a hurry, he just happened to let the fish’s tail pass by and
was not attacked.

Wow!

But avoid the fish tail. It does not mean that it is safe, just a sound of
water. A flood of water was swept down by the fishtail, hitting George
Han’s jade shoulders and shoulders directly.

George Han was beaten crooked in an instant, even though he
resisted with all his might, he was taken to a few steps before he fell
weightlessly.

Covered by the flood, George Han didn’t dare to neglect the slightest,
and hurriedly got up from the ground.

Fortunately, there is always an energy shield to protect the body.
Otherwise, when the flood came, George Han would have been
splashed with such cold water even if nothing happened to him.
Under the extreme weather now, he would never It’s not easy.

This stuff. Quite fierce.

Looking at the huge mountain-like strange fish completely lying on the
ice, George Han also had a faint heat in his eyes at this time.

It is different from the previous moonlight ghost fish. This giant
mountain ghost fish not only has a grayish appearance, but the most
important thing is that this guy’s eyes are still full of ruthless light at
this time, and there is no feeling of dehydration and death at all.



Isn’t this fucking afraid to meet the ancestors of this group of
moonlight ghost fish? !

“Roar!”

Not waiting for any response from George Han. The giant fish
suddenly opened its mouth sharply, revealing its huge fangs. Then he
swung his body and rushed over like a tank.

Damn, you can move on ice? !

George Han frowned tightly and stomped slightly on the ice. The body
shot up like a rocket. The moment he just got up, the body of the giant
fish under him just passed by, and George Han moved his hand. With
a grip of the jade sword, a horizontal knife was pulled at its back!

Zi Zi Zi! ! ! !

Not imagined. A sword opened its back for it, on the contrary, the tip
of the sword seemed to meet steel. At the same time as the piercing
sound rang out, the contact between the two turned out to be full of
flames!

George Han pulled away and flew past, looking down at the tip of his
jade sword, which turned out to be like a red soldering iron. He
couldn’t help wondering: “Is this guy carrying fish skin? Or steel?” But
just when George Han was very confused. The giant fish did not
intend to leave it alone. With a move of its tail, it turned its head, and
then its tail suddenly flicked on the ice again.

boom!

The entire huge ice cube could not help but make a loud noise. After
that, it sank suddenly, and the pangolin and Xia Wei were almost as if
they had encountered an earthquake.

The pangolin’s chin almost fell to the ground, shouting outrageously:
“No, this…this thing can fly?”

Xia Wei was also completely dumbfounded. After all, in human
cognition, fish can swim wildly in water or even crawl on land, but this
kind of fish can fly to the sky. Is it too ridiculous, too outrageous?



The old man on the side stared at George Han and Juyu closely.
Although he didn’t say a word, his frowning brows and clenched fists.
But it can already greatly explain his emotions at this time.

They are dumbfounded, George Han is not dumbfounded, how can
he think that fish can be like this?

After a slight daze, George Han stabilized his emotions again, moving
his hands slightly, condensing his true energy.

You can fly, and I can bake it!

Since a weapon cannot break its armor, what about fire?

When the words fell, the sky fire gathered in the palm of his hand,
taking advantage of the momentum to give way slightly, and after
avoiding his brutal impact, George Han shot out the sky fire directly,
covering its side.

“Roar!”

The temperature of the sky fire, even through the quintessence of the
Phoenix Heart Sutra, has already completely evolved by half a level. If
the outer red fire is hot enough, then the blue fire inside is almost
deadly.

Following the crazy cry of the giant fish, its figure accelerated and
moved away from George Han. Then, it turned back and looked at
George Han coldly.

George Han also retracted the sky fire slightly and looked at the giant
fish coldly.

He knew that if the giant fish was very angry before, then this guy is
definitely angry now.

The colored golden light on his body was catalyzed to the extreme. At
this time, George Han was like a god and Buddha, waiting quietly.
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Sure enough, the giant fish suddenly opened its blood basin and
swallowed its prestige.



Boom!

Huge ice surface. At this time, it began to shake slightly, and for a
while, there were countless creatures under the ice that were tumbling
crazily.

George Han frowned, and the Skyfire Moon Wheel reappeared in an
instant, and then merged on the jade sword, ready to go with George
Han at any time.

“Roar!”

Suddenly, the monster roared again.

boom! !

Above the ice. There was a sudden explosion in the center of the
most central ice eye, and the water spray hit the air like a spray
column. At the same time, the huge ice surface was directly lifted and
fell apart in the process of rising.

The pangolin and Xia Wei were like dust, flying with the ice surface.
Although the pangolin caught Xia Wei in time, the old man who could
not count at all was unable to take care of himself at all, and was
about to be thrown out of the energy circle.

The pangolin wanted to save the old man as soon as possible, but
under the open ice at this time, the huge lake was already visible, and
countless moonlight ghosts were almost all squeezed on the lake, and
at this time, one by one, they rushed into the air.

“That’s awful.” George Han frowned and snorted softly. An
acceleration will go to save the elderly.

But as soon as he turned around, the water jet erupted from the ice
eyes under his feet suddenly hit. The mountain-like giant fish behind
him also suddenly attacked.

To save the old man in this situation is not as difficult as the sky, but it
is absolutely difficult.

“I can’t control that much.” He gritted his teeth. George Han didn’t
care about the danger behind him or the water column like a dragon



under him. A real energy is born directly with one hand, directly
protecting the elder, and returning it to the energy circle.

After that, he flicked the jade sword in his hand. The jade sword
immediately entrained the skyfire moon wheel and flew directly down.

“Swiss!” As the

jade sword passed, those fierce moonlight ghost fishes were like
cut-off mosquitoes, and with the bang of the water, countless fish
corpses smashed into the lake. While dyeing a lake in red, the safety
of the three finally came into contact. But George Han has not had
time to breathe a sigh of relief. Suddenly, he only felt strange under
his feet. Looking down, I saw that the water column rising up into the
sky suddenly looked like a human hand, directly locking his feet
tightly.

George Han wanted to struggle, but the water column suddenly
turned into solid ice, and directly stuck George Han’s feet in it without
moving.

Steady three people. When I saw the water column, I was surprised
and worried. At this time, a more terrifying scene happened.

The three were almost at the same time. The collective eyes widened,
and it seemed to be frightened.

Although facing the three of them, George Han could still feel from the
eyes of the three of them that there must be a huge danger
approaching him behind him at this time.

As for the danger, George Han hardly needs to think about it. I knew
that the giant fish behind him was doing the strange thing.

Black…

A huge black shadow is slowly covering from behind.

“Brother George Han, be careful.” Standing in the energy shield, Xia
Wei was safe, but her palms were sweating anxiously because of
George Han’s critical situation at this time.



The pangolin could not help but swallowed its saliva. I usually laugh,
or feel relieved to George Han. But at this time he also had to put a
cold sweat on George Han.

Not to mention the old man, from the perspective and thinking of a
normal person. The current George Han is no different from a dead
person.

Oh, no, it should be said that there is a difference.

Because the dead still have corpses, but George Han…maybe not.

George Han bit his teeth, and the smell of blood awakened behind
him, so even though his feet were frozen to death at this time, he still
forced his body to turn back, and then quickly caught a glimpse of the
situation behind him with the corner of his eye. .

For a time, even George Han, who has always been confident, was
upset.

The monster opened its mouth wide, and it had already been killed
less than half a meter behind George Han. The huge mouth opened
sharply and its steel teeth were exposed.

At this time, George Han would never have another chance to
dodge…
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